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Thursday November 22nd 2018 

 

Dear Parents and Carers, 

Thank you ever so much to all of the 240 parents who took the time to complete our parent survey, I 

really appreciate the feedback. Overall, I am very pleased with your opinions about the job we are 

doing in support of you and your child / children. The vast majority of answers were giving us a high 

or very high percent of support (the ‘agree’ and ‘strongly agree’ answers combined). For example, 

92% said that their child was happy in school, 95% that their child felt safe in school, 86% thought their 

child was making good progress and 88% stated that their child was well looked after. 

For those questions that had a slightly lower percentage of agree and strongly agree, those aspects 

will be the areas that I will discuss in detail with my team with a view of making any changes we feel 

are possible to improve. I believe that the 43.10% who neither agreed or disagreed about staff dealing 

effectively with instances of bullying represented those who have not experienced it, which is good. 

84 parents also left comments for us, with the vast majority again very supportive and grateful – and 

I thank you for that. Two examples are: “I can see the school improving every term and massively over 

that last 12 months” and “My child is thoroughly enjoying school and is making excellent progress. 

The introduction of the Edible Playground is a brilliant idea. We look forward to seeing the new play 

area on the back playground. Well done to all of the hard working staff at Blessed Sacrament. Keep 

up the good work, we really do appreciate it.” Where comments expressed a concern, they mainly 

related to some relationships at break time and our online payment system Agora.  

I have put the whole survey outcome on the school website. Go to YOUR VIEWS > LATEST PARENT 

SURVEY. 

To all parents and carers, thank you for your continued support and as each term passes, we look 

forward to working with you as closely as we can to make our school as good as it can be! 

Yours sincerely, 

Mr Davey 

Headteacher. 

 



 


